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ABOUT KATRINA
Katrina McCarter is an award-winning speaker and a natural, memorable communicator. A
business industry expert with international credentials in two fast-growing fields, she’s won
over audiences around the world with her humour, insights and relatable strategies.
After stints as a corporate exec and stay-at-home mother, Katrina launched the first of her
successful businesses, growing a community from zero to 150,000 with a tiny advertising
spend and a ton of great ideas.
One idea has become her superpower: partnerships.
The science of collaboration and the fast-track to success that it gives businesses are Katrina’s
personal and professional super power. She believes they’re the magic bullet for any business
serious about wanting the fastest, cheapest way to knock things out of the park.
As a speaker, Katrina talks the art of how to identify potential partners, craft a pitch and seal
the deal.
Katrina is also a leading marketing strategist who will help your audience understand the
changing consumer and translate this into practical, actionable takeaways. She specialises in
consumer trends, generational marketing and the female consumer.
Armed with two decades of sales and marketing experience, an MBA in International Business
and a Bachelor of Business (Marketing), Katrina provides research-based critical insights to
help organisations drive their sales and gain greater market share.
Named in Remodista’s 2020 Women2Watch list as one of one hundred leaders in business
disruption globally, Katrina is recognised as a pioneer, thinker and change maker.
A sought-after marketing educator and trainer in Australia, bestselling author and awardwinning speaker, she was the only non-European speaker invited to a 2018 Paris conference.
Katrina shared the stage with Audible, Disney and Facebook. In 2018 she won the ‘You Take
the Cake’ best speaker award at the influential marketing to mums conference M2Moms.
She’s an executive coach, marketing thought leader and consultant who has been featured
in Mumbrella, B&T, The Age, Sydney Morning Herald, ABC Radio, Inside FMCG and CEO
Magazine. She was a finalist in B&T’s Women in Media Awards in 2020, 2019, 2018 and 2017.
And she’s great fun.

MARKETING INDUSTRY TRAINER
Since February 2018 Katrina has delivered the Digital Marketing Certificate and Digital
Marketing Essentials courses in Melbourne for the Association of Data-Driven Marketing and
Advertising (ADMA).
Katrina is responsible for teaching a wide variety of digital marketing applications including
data, SEO, Website Development, Social Media and Influencer marketing. Her students
have included senior marketing executives from Australia Post, Suncorp. Bank of Melbourne,
Melbourne University and Carmen’s Fine Foods.
Katrina also delivers guest lectures to marketing universities including the Executive MBA
students from RMIT.

“I think Katrina was a great instructor. Very captivating, great listener and great speaker.”
“Katrina has so much knowledge and she was excellent at teaching and sharing her
experiences.“
“Great couple days learning from one of the best in the industry (Katrina).“

www.adma.com.au/iq

“About a year ago, I was lucky enough to attend one of Katrina’s courses at ADMA. Over
a series of in-depth teaching days, I learned a great deal about digital marketing. I don’t
say that lightly: I have been working in social and digital marketing for over ten years now,
and I find the majority of training to be too light-on for me, or frustratingly out of date.
What drives me to recommend Katrina is the fact that over the past twelve months, I have
returned again and again to my notes and the extensive, thoughtful learning packs Katrina
provided, and have also become hooked on her podcast.
Katrina really is on the ball with digital and especially content that resonates on the true,
human level. If you are considering working with her, do. Your work will be better and
more enjoyable for it.”
Anne Shea, University of Melbourne

MEDIA & PRESS
Katrina is a sought after thought leader, consultant, best-selling author and
experienced international speaker who regularly contributes to and has
featured in leading business media.
Katrina has been a finalist in B&T Women in Media Awards in 2020, 2019,
2018 and 2017 in the Entrepreneur and Marketing categories..

PODCASTS
Katrina is an in-demand guest on Australia’s best podcasts
including The CMO Show, DENT Global, #BusinessAddicts,
Mums with Hustle, Breaking Digital and Get It Done Mum.

CLIENTS I’VE SPOKEN FOR

SPEAKING ENGAGEMENTS
Katrina has had the pleasure of speaking at these events:
NAB Mortgage Brokers, Virtual, Nov 2020
Gymnastics Victoria, Virtual, Aug 2020

ProVision Presentation, Virtual, Jun 2020

Women Walking On Water Melbourne, Mar 20

Tasmanian Pharmacy Conference Hobart, Feb 20

Rackley Swimming Conference Gold Coast, Dec 19
ClubsNSW Conference Sydney, Oct 19

M2Moms Conference New York, Oct 19

National Pharmacy Assistants Conference Brisbane, Oct 19

Australian Pharmacy Professional Conference 2019 Gold Coast, Jul 19
Australian Swim School Association Conference Cairns, Jul 19
Ready Steady Go Kids Conference Melbourne, Jul 19

Financial Executive Women Conference Sydney, Apr 19
ProVision National Roadshow 5 states, Feb/Mar 19
M2Moms Conference New York, Oct 18

Moms & Marketing Conference Paris, Sept 18

World Infant Aquatics Conference Gold Coast, Aug 18
Come Together Dance Convention Gold Coast, Jul 18
SA Dance Festival Adelaide, June 18

Esprit Millennials Masterclass Sydney, Apr 18

Naturally Good Expo & Summit Sydney, Apr 18

Bank First International Womens Day Keynote Melbourne, Mar 18
Mums Marketing Conference Sydney, Nov 2017

Mums Marketing Conference Melbourne, Oct 2017

Big 4 Holiday Parks Conference Brisbane, Oct 2017
M2Moms Conference New York, Oct 2017

Mumbrella Travel Marketing Summit Sydney, Apr 2017
Victorian Dance Festival Melbourne, Mar 2017
Go To Girl Event Auckland, Dec 2016

AWARDS AND ACCOLADES
B&T’s Women in Media Awards
Finalist 2020 (Marketing), 2019 (Marketing
& Entrepreneur), 2018 (Marketing) and
2017 (Entrepreneur)
2018 M2Moms “Take the Cake” Best Speaker Award

“We have been fortunate to feature Katrina McCarter on our M2Moms®-Marketing to Moms program for
the past 3 years. Founded in 2005, M2Moms® is the only executive learning event in the world that specializes in helping brands deliver better business results with today’s mom & family consumers. Katrina is
one of the leading voices in the world on this topic. She is a global expert whose passion and prowess is
boundless and borderless. Katrina has a signature style of speaking that is smart, clear, logical and action
oriented. Katrina uses case study examples that help us understand immediately how the keys she teaches
can be applied to produce positive results. Her new book, The Mother Of All Opportunities: A strategy for
a decade of growth, profits and market share gains, is a must-read for all mom-brand businesses. On the
page or on the stage, Katrina McCarter never disappoints. She’s got the goods”
Nan McCann Co-Founder & Producer M2Moms®-The Marketing to Moms Conference
M2W®-The Marketing to Women Conference

Voted #1 for Content and #1 Most Engaging Speaker at
Mums Marketing Conference in both Melbourne and Sydney
Remodista’s 2020 Women2Watch list of 100 global female
leaders deemed pioneers, disruptors and change makers

SPEAKER TOPIC 1
YOUR NEW SUPERPOWER: PARTNERSHIPS
Of the thousands of ways you could change up your business in 2021,
there’s one strategy which will grow it fastest with the lowest spend:
partnerships.
In one of her two fields of international expertise, Katrina tells how a lucky
punt—joining forces with another business for a competition—was the
major revelation in her decades of business. It saw her grow a community
from zero to 150,000 in five years with less than $300 per month spent on
marketing. v
Now she believes all businesses are one strong partnership away from
the success they desire. In this presentation, Katrina reveals the powerful
opportunity of partnerships and talks the different ways businesses can
use partnerships to grow profits, leads and networks. She outlines the five
things you need to do now to nail your partnerships.
This presentation is totally relevant across all industries. It will deliver
vital insights to Entrepreneurs, Small and Medium Business Owners,
Marketers, Social Media teams and PR executives.

SPEAKER TOPIC 2
BRAND SURVIVAL IN THE DIGITAL AGE
Consumer behaviour has evolved at warp speed, and thanks to
the technological pivots handed to us by 2020’s work from home
imperatives, consumers are more empowered, informed and equipped
than ever before to make savvy buying decisions. Despite information
overload, consumers have developed and refined impeccable skills for
filtering information and making smart choices.
So, with a smartphone at every consumer’s fingertips, an Apple watch
on their arm and a Smart Speaker in their home, all supplying a neverending wave of content, the question brands need to ask is: how do we
break through the clutter and be a welcome and relevant visitor to their
screen or speaker?
In this presentation, Katrina McCarter will reveal the arrival of the
lucrative and under-served Tech-First consumer, and share five
marketing strategies to capture their valuable attention and their
business. Hear critical research-based insights into this growing and
influential market and understand how you can adapt to this agile, techreliant generation of consumers.
This presentation is totally relevant across all industries. It will
deliver vital insights to Marketing Directors, Marketing Managers,
Brand Managers, Digital Marketing, Social Media Managers,
Communication Managers, PR executives and Innovation teams.

SPEAKER TOPIC 3
THE FUTURE OF MARKETING STARTS TODAY
The next decade is set to be fast and furious. What will consumers
respond to? What does the future hold for marketing to
consumers, and how do brands stay ahead of the often-changing
conditions? Does your company know what’s around the corner?
After consulting with brand leaders, agency chiefs, researchers
and specialist marketers from around the globe, Katrina McCarter
identifies eight critical success factors brands need to consider
now to secure their success in the coming decade. Katrina offers
practical examples of brands excelling in each of these eight areas
to demonstrate just how your brand can implement these into your
organisation.
Katrina demonstrates why now is the right time to rethink your
marketing approach. Fast track your brand and build a competitive
advantage by gaining critical research-based insights and ensure
your business will still be around in 2030.
This presentation is totally relevant across all industries. It
will deliver vital insights to Marketing Directors, Marketing
Managers, Brand Managers, Digital Marketing, Social Media
Managers, Communication Managers, PR executives and
Innovation teams.

SPEAKER TOPIC 4
WHY CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE IS YOUR SECRET WEAPON
Consumers expectations of customer experience have advanced
faster than brands can deliver them. Coupled with this, there is
a savvy, digitally empowered consumer demanding more from
brands. How well are you delivering against these changing
expectations?
In this presentation Katrina will help you navigate the pitfalls of
improving your customer experience. Drawing on recent research
and her own business experience, Katrina shares 7 proven
strategies you can implement to deliver a superior experience to
grow your brand’s sales, profits and market share.
You’ll gain an important commercial advantage in an increasingly
competitive marketplace by developing a deeper understanding of
what consumers are demanding and practical strategies enabling
you to gain their business.
This presentation is totally relevant across all industries. It
will deliver vital insights to Marketing Directors, Marketing
Managers, Brand Managers, Digital Marketing, Social Media
Managers, Communication Managers, PR executives and
Innovation teams.

SPEAKER TOPIC 5
REBUILDING TRUST AMONGST THE WORLD’S MOST
POWERFUL CONSUMERS
Trust is the most valuable commodity your brand has. The
strongest and most valuable relationships are built on this
foundation. So, what happens when consumers no longer trust
you? Today’s consumers are increasingly turned off by pushy
advertisements that marginalise and misunderstand them. They are
rejecting brands that fail to deliver what they need and demand
from brands.
So how can your brand rebuild trust? In this presentation Katrina
McCarter shares her 7 successful strategies to build rapport,
rebuild trust and create a strong, valuable relationships. You will
learn how to communicate effectively and confidently with today’s
consumers using Katrina’s research-based insights.
This presentation is totally relevant across all industries. It will
deliver vital insights to Business Owners, Marketing Directors,
Marketing Managers, Brand Managers, Digital Marketing,
Social Media Managers, Communication Managers, PR
executives and Innovation teams.

SPEAKER TOPIC 6
THE MOTHER OF ALL OPPORTUNITIES
Fact: research shows that if Mums were an industry, they would
be the largest contributor to GDP in Australia. But there are
key segments that are being overlooked and it’s costing brands
valuable sales and profit.
In this presentation, Katrina shares the five biggest opportunities in
the Mum market—Single Mums, Invisible Mums, Immigrant Mums,
Tech-First Mums and Grandmothers. In a fast moving, increasingly
complex market your brand cannot afford to overlook or diminish
the importance of these sub-segments of Mums.
Find out from Katrina how to talk their language and make a
real connection that builds trust in your brand. Through targeted
campaigns you’ll be able to drive growth and opportunity in
this overlooked, misunderstood, untapped and hugely powerful
section of the market.
This presentation is perfect for Marketing Directors, Marketing
Managers, Brand Managers, Digital Managers, Social Media
Managers, Media and Communications Managers, Customer
Insights Teams and all other executives that need to sell more
to Mums.

SPEAKER TOPIC 7
REDEFINING SUCCESS
What does it mean to be successful? In this presentation,
Katrina demonstrates that success differs for everyone as she
shares the seven most important strategies she’s learned on her
journey from corporate businesswoman to stay at home Mum to
successful entrepreneur.
This is Katrina’s signature motivational keynote designed to
entertain, inspire and motivate your audience to question how
they view success and reflect on their personal contribution to
their organisation.
Light-hearted at times but with a serious message about
contribution and the importance of team making it the
perfect presentation for an International Women’s Day
event or a conference where you want your audience to
feel their contribution is important and valued. It resonates
particularly well for the finance and banking industry with
many stories shared in this area. It is suitable for both a male
and female audience.

SPEAKER TOPIC 8
BOLD IS THE NEW BLACK
My mum chose a maroon pantsuit for my first communion back in
the day, and while at the time I really wanted the white princess
dress like everyone else, building three businesses and a global
reputation has taught me the best way to stand out is to stand
out. Being different is an asset. Being bold gives you a voice,
power, profits, relatability. I can’t wait to tell you how to do that,
along with my other top strategies to finding greater success and
happiness in 2021—think dreaming big, getting comfortable with
being uncomfortable and teaming up in powerful partnerships.
This presentation is best suited to a female audience. It
encourages women to recognise their unique gifts and
contributions and take inspired action to chase their dreams.

audience

TESTIMONIALS
“Katrina is a dynamic and engaging speaker, her style is warm, friendly and
always easy to listen to. She shares vivid examples and relatable stories combined
with current research to connect with the audience in a powerful way.”
Peace Mitchell
“Katrina’s clearly a natural speaker. Her ability to deliver a presentation that keeps
you interested and engaged till the end is testament to it.”
Renita Gordon
“I was privileged to MC an event The Go to Girl night in Auckland at which Katrina
was one of two guest speakers. She was prepared, available and ready when
needed before during and after the event. Her presentation was exactly as we had
advertised and hit the right note with the audience- they were captivated.”
Diana Thomson

TESTIMONIALS
“Katrina ROCKED our stage. In less than 5 minutes she had 350 people in rapturous
applause! What more could I ask for?”
Glen Carlson, Dent Global
“We had the pleasure of having Katrina McCarter as one of our key note speakers for our Unstoppable
FEW Leadership Conference 2019. Katrina was so engaging and her session was well received. I would
recommend Katrina as a speaker to any organisation looking for an engaging, knowledgeable and
professional speaker for their event. Her subject matter and journey on how she developed her business
would be of interest to all industries and genders. Thank you Katrina for helping to make our conference
such a success.”
Judith Beck, CEO, Financial Executive Women
“Katrina recently ran a Marketing to Mums Masterclass around the country for ProVision Eye Care, helping
our member optometry practices with a practical marketing framework to better target their identified
most profitable mum, based on market research Katrina coordinated. Katrina’s approach was warm,
highly professional, approachable and completely tailored to our audience. 200 attendees scored the
Masterclass a 9.4/10! The most pleasing part? We have seen participants implement recommendations
from the very next day! We will continue to work with Katrina to refine our Marketing to Mums strategies
and further education for our 460+ ProVision practices. ”
Sarah O’Connor, Marketing Manager, ProVision Eye Care

TESTIMONIALS
“I had the pleasure on programming Katrina into the content for ad:tech Sydney and I am really pleased
I did. Her delivery was polished and insightful. In a world where technology is personalising everything
around us, it is important that marketers think about different segments deeply and clearly.”
Ryf Quail, Content Director, ad:tech Sydney
“We have been fortunate to feature Katrina McCarter on our M2Moms®-Marketing to Moms program
for the past 3 years. Founded in 2005, M2Moms® is the only executive learning event in the world that
specializes in helping brands deliver better business results with today’s mom & family consumers. Katrina
is one of the leading voices in the world on this topic. She is a global expert whose passion and prowess is
boundless and borderless. Katrina has a signature style of speaking that is smart, clear, logical and action
oriented. Katrina uses case study examples that help us understand immediately how the keys she teaches
can be applied to produce positive results. Her new book, The Mother Of All Opportunities: A strategy for a
decade of growth, profits and market share gains, is a must-read for all mom-brand businesses. On the page
or on the stage, Katrina McCarter never disappoints. She’s got the goods.”

Nan McCann Co-Founder & Producer M2Moms®-The Marketing to Moms Conference
M2W®-The Marketing to Women Conference
“We were fortunate enough to have Katrina McCarter conduct a marketing workshop at our 2019 Annual
Franchisee Conference. I had listened to Katrina’s podcasts, read her ‘Marketing to Mums’ book and listened
to her speak in the past and thought Katrina’s extensive research and marketing tips would be perfect for
my franchisees. Being in the kids activity industry, continuous marketing strategies are key to keeping our
customers coming through the door. Unfortunately, local area marketing is also an area of the business that
franchisees really struggle with. Katrina clearly explained key mistakes that marketers make when focusing on
mums and gave us lots of strategies to be able to increase our marketing reach. As mums constitute 95% of
our target market this information was so vital to our overall marketing strategies. 98% of franchisees were
‘extremely satisfied’ with the relevant content covered in Katrina’s workshop! ‘We loved having the stats and
facts behind why we were implementing each of the strategies and we really feel that we understand mums
- our target market so much more after the workshop’. Franchisees loved that they were given a workbook
that they could take away with them and reflect on how they could improve their individual marketing plans. I
could not recommend Katrina highly enough. If mums are your target market - you MUST talk to Katrina! ”

Danie O’Connor Franchisor Ready Steady Go Kids

Reasons why

YOU SHOULD BOOK KATRINA FOR YOUR NEXT EVENT
GREAT
FEEDBACK
ON DELIVERY
STYLE

EASY TO
WORK WITH

ABLE TO WORK
ACROSS SMALL
BUSINESS AND
CORPORATE
INDUSTRIES

AWARD-WINNING
SPEAKER

SPEAKS ON A
VARIETY OF
MARKETING
TOPICS

EXPERIENCED
VIRTUAL
SPEAKER

LET’S TALK
Katrina will do everything it takes to make sure your
event is a huge success. To enquire about Katrina’s
speaker fee and to make a booking please contact her
directly on the details below.
Katrina McCarter
katrina@katrinamccarter.com
0427 161 677

